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To The Committee Secretary
Health, Communities, Disability Services and Domestic and Family Violence
 Prevention Committee
Parliament House
To whom it may concern.
I am writing in regard to the soon to be abortion bill that is so barbaric it's not funny.
Who has the right to terminate an unborn baby human being that has been miraculously
  conceived in the mothers womb.
There is no proof that the baby is not alive and has no  feeling after only a few weeks.
There is all scientific/medical proof the the baby is well and truly alive , feeling , hearing
 and totally aware of whats going on outside the womb
.Where is the sense in making it legal to kill  / terminate unborn, unwanted baby human
 beings and then lock someone up on murder charges for killing a baby .
Where is the sense in making abortion legal when we have made it illegal forever
Why the change now? Is it so there are no stops in place for girls/ woman  to take full
 responsability for there own actions. .
THis new bill is a sure way to turn women who have abortions into depressed woman who
 have killed their own flesh and blood.
Most women who have had an abortion live with the regret that their child has been killed
 and they always have a  feeling of remorse and guilt for terminating their child.
LIFE is Sacred, from the womb to the tomb .
If it's OK to kill unborn babys then make it  lawfull to kill anybody.
Whoever is trying to pass this bil lare truly missing the key issue here You think you can
 get rid of GOD so easily.
In the end all you policy makers will be the ones who pay the ultimate price by so foolishly
 passing such demonic bills.
We  will all face a judgement day before the LIVING GOD and if you dont have a living
 relationship with GOD'S son, JESUS, then I would not want to be in your shoes.
You see if you had GOD's heart , then you would consider all life to be sacred.
Please Consider all life sacred.
Sincerely yours .............................steve cruickshank               
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